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C*-Algebren

8-13 April 1996
The meeting was organized by Joachinl Cuntz (Heidelberg, Germany), Uffe

Haagerup (Odense, Denmark) and Laslo Zsido (Rome, Italy). There where -23
talks with SOlne elnphasis on the classification of simple C·-algebras aod the the
ory of subfact.ors. There were three inofficial evening sessions by F.Radulescu,
G.Elliot and E.Kirchberg (abstracts are included). The pleptyful sparetime was
nsed for discussions.

Abstracts of t.he talks:

"A Polynomially Bounded Operator which is not
Similar to a Contraction",
Gilles Pisier, Paris

We present the construction of an example as indicated in the title. This solves a
prühlenl raised by Hahnos around 1970.

The exalnple is an operator T of the following form

where r : HEB HEB··· -+ H ffi H ffi··· is a vectorial Hankel operator and where S
denotes t.he shift Oll H ffi H ffi .. '. Here H = f.2.
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'flte operator r has an associated (Hankel) matrix

co/2° cl/21 0 c2/22 0 0 0 c3/23 ..
cl/2 J 0 c2/22 0 0 0 C3/2:J 0

0 c'l./2'l. 0 0 0 c3/23 0 0
c'l./22 0 0 0 c3/23 0 0 0

r= 0 0 0 c3/23 0 0 0 0
0 0 c3/23 0 0 0 0 0
0 c3/23 0 0 0 0 0 0 e,c3/23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

where Cn : H ---+ H are operators such that 'v'(on) E f 2 : 11 L oncnll :S (2: lc~nI2)1/2.

For any choice of (Cn), the operator T is polynomially bounded (this follows
froIn an idea proposed around 1982 by Peller) hut for some choice of (cn ) (for
instance if (cn ) is a sequence satisfying the CAR - callonical anticollnnutation
relations -) T is not similar to a contraction.

"Ramanujan Graphs and C*-Norms on B(H) ® B(H)",
Alain Valette, Neuchätel

Set A(n) = Stlp {1111:\t:, u a tensor of finite rank n in B(H) 0 B(H)}. In a re

Inarkable paper (GAFA 1995), M.Junge and G.Pisier proved that there exists a
constant c > 0 such that

cn1
/ 8 ~ ..\(11.) :S vTi,

In particular, 1I·llmin :I \I·llmax on B(H) ® B(H), solving a long standing question.
Junge and Pisier ask for the asymptotic behavior of ..\(.). Using Ramanujan graphs,
we prove:

11, .;n
Proposition 1: ;\(11,) 2: r:::::---1 > -2 for n = 1 + q, q a prime power.

2vn -1

From this we deduce:

2 I·· f ..\(11,) 1
Proposition: ~~..fii 2: 2

"Almost commuting selfadjoint matrices",
Michael R0rdam, Odense

Huaxin Lin proved in 1993/94 the following theorem conjecturerl by Pcter Rosen
thai in the Iate 1960'ies:
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There exists a function 1 : jR+ ~ ~+ with 1(0) = 0 aud eoutilluo,us at t = 0
such t.hat for every n E f-1 and every x E Mn(C) with IIxll ~ 1,

dist.(x, N(/lln(C)) ~ f(lIx·x - xx· I!),

where N(A) is the set of nonna) eierneIlts in A.

We present a new and shorter proof of the theorem, which is ajoint work with Peter
Friis. The problem ean be reduced to showing that for every sequence {nj} C PI,
t.he C·-algebra

00 00rr Mnj (<C)/ L M nj (C)
j=1 j=1

has property (FN): every normal element ean be approximated by finite spectrum
nonnal elements. The key to thc short proof uses the observation that for' any
unital C*-algebra A, we have N(A) n Gl(A) = N(A) nGl(A). This implies~that if
Ais a C·-algebra with property (IN) (Le. N(A) c Gl(A» the following holds:. each
nonnal element in A ean be approximated by normal element with I-dimensional
speclrunl. COlnbilling this with a theorem of H.Lin yields that A has property
(FN) Hf A has property (IN): RR(A) = 0 and U(A) is eonnected. The algebra in
ql1estion is easily seen to have the latter property.

Thc sante methorls yield a generalization of Lin 's theorem whereby the function
F : ~+ ~ IR+ ean be chosen to work sirnultaneously for every stable rank Olle C*
nlp;ebra alld every purely infinite siInple C· -algebra.

"Canonical algebras associated to intermediate subfac
tors" ,
Dietmar Biseh, Berkeley

'fhe Tmnperley-Lieb algebras are the fundamental symmetry associated to any in
dusion of I/I factors N C Al with finite .Iones index. If there is an intermediate
subfactor P of N c Al the addi tional symmetry is captured by a tower of certain

algebras I An~ which are defined in the following way: let N c P C .Al ~ PI 2
All ~ P2 c: A12 t: ... be the .Iones ba.c;ic const.ruction, where Pi C A1i PC- l

Pi+1
ei+l

and l'vfi - 1 C l\li C Mi+I are the basic constructions. Let Q = [P : N]-I,
ß = [Al: P]-l and define IAn{n,ß) = AIg(l,el,pl, .. ,en+bPn+d c N'nMn- 1•

These algebras form a Popa system and thus, by aremarkable theorem of Popa,
arisc as lligher relative commutants of a subfactor, which then hAS necessarily an
internlcdiate sllbfactor. They are therefore the fundamental symmetry associated
t.o an illterrnediate subfactor. We describe the structure of the I An(a, ß) and their
Dratelli diagranl. This is done by studying a hierarchy «FCk,n(ao, .. , ak»nEN)k>1

of colored generalizations of the Tenlperley-Lieb algebra, using a diagralnmat"ic
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approach a la Kaufman, that is independent of the subfactor context.. TIle Fuss
Catalan nUIlloers (k+l\n+1 ((k~12)n) appear as the ditnensions of our algebra.~. We
give a presenhttion of FCt,n(a, b) and calculate their structure enlployillg a dia
graInIuatic Iuethod, which we call the middle pattern ana.lysis. The principal part
of t.he inclusion diagram FOt,t C FCt,2 C FCt,3 C ... turns out to be the Fi
bOllacci trce. Our algebras have a natural trace (which is a two parameter Markov
trace) aud we COInpute the trace weights explicitly. If the indices satisfy 0', ß ::; 1/4,
the algebras I An(a, ß) and FC1,n(a, b) are isomorphie (0: = 1/a2 , ß = 1/b2 ) and if
olle of thc indices is strictly smaller than 1/4, they are quotients of FCl.n. We give __
thcir structure also in this situation. In particular, the (IAn, (0, ß), tr ) depend .i
oulyon Q and ß. Our results generalize to a chain of k intermediate subfactors.
This is joint work with Vaughan Jones.

"Quantum Doubles of the Hecke Algebra Subfactors
and Orbifolds",
Yasu Kawahigashi, Tokyo
(joint work with David.E.Evans)

Ocneanu's aSYlnptotic inclusion Iv! U (M' n Moo), especially it's system of Aloe 
ALx> bimodules has caught much attention recently as a subfactor analogue of
the quantum double construction. Ocneanu has observed a mysterious orbifold
phenonlenon for the Aloe - Aloo bimodules of the Jones subfactors of type A2n+ 1.

We show that this is a general phenomenon and identify some of his orbifolds with
lohe ·orbifolds in our sense by working on the asymptotic inclusion of the Hecke
algebra subfact.ors of Wenzl. That is, we show that their Aloo - Aloo bimodules are
described by certain orbifolds. We actually compute several dual principal graph::;
of the asymptotic inclusions.

Roughly speaking, ghosts appear to reeover the non-degeneracy of the braiding;,
hut. they are next killed by the orbifold construction.

We can identify Ocneanu's orbifolds with the orbifolds on N 0 N c M 0 M alld _
this gives a certain ·'orbifold construction with braiding."

"C* - Algebras Associated to Unitary Representations
of Lattices in Semi-Simple Lie Groups",
Mohammed B.Bekka, Metz

We first reported on joint work with M.Cowling and P. de la Harpe:

Theorem 1: Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group, without conlpact factors
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anel with trivial center. Let f be a Zariski-dense (not necessarily closed) suugroup
of G. Thell the reduced C*-algebra C;(r) (f being viewed as discrete) is simple
filld it.s canonical trace T is unique (as Ilonnalized trace).

The result applies, for illstance, in the following situations:

(i) r a latt.ice in G

(ii) r = <G(tQI) for an algebraic group G over Q such that G = G(lQ) satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 1

(iii) r a close<l subgroup of G '50 that the homogeneous space GIr is amenable
in EYlnardls sense (r is Zariski dense by a result of Guivarc'h and Stuck).

We then discussed extensions of this result to the C*-algebra C*(1r(')'» generated
uy a unitary representation 1r of r:

Theoren12: G, r, T being as in Theorem 1, suppose in addition that G is simple.
Let 1r oe an irreducible unitary representation of G, 1r :F 1. Then

(i) The regular representation ,,\ of r factorizes through C· ('rr(r»:

C*(1r(f))~C;(r) (joint with P. de la Harpe)

(ii) Kcr"\1T is the unique luaximal ideal in c*(1r(r»

(iii) T 0 ,,\n- is t.he nnique t.race on C*(rr(f)).

"On von Neumann Aigebras Associated with Discrete
Groups", -
Florin Radulescu, Otawa

Let r be a lattice in PSL(2, ~). Recall that for a type 111 factor Al and for any
posit.ive nUlllher t the von Neunlann algebra. Mt is t.he isomorphism dass of the
algebra eAfe where e is auy projection in !'vI of trace t.

By using tbe Berezin quantization defonnation nlethod and the computation
of t.llP. von Neulnann dimension of the Hilbert space of an irreducible unitary
representatioll of a semisimple Lie group as a left module over the algebra of
a discrete ::;ubgroup (due to Atyiah and Schmidt, ConneR, Goodman and de la
Harpe alld .Iones) we find the following generators and relation description for the
von Neumann algebra .c(f)r' r > 1. Let [x, y, z, t) be the cross ratio of the points
:1:. y, Z, t in the upper half plane IHI. For any z, <in IHl there exists elements e~,< in
L:(r)r so that .

tr(e~,<e~l'<l) = L [("(z», ,(),Zi, (Ir,
'lEG
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for all Z,(, Zl,(l in IHI.

fvloreover

e~,<e~l'<l = L:{(1'(z)),l'«),Z1'(lre~l"«)'
,er

ThiR if; done by introducing a stronger nonn on a strongly dense *- subalgebra
of L(r),.. Thc cyclic coholnology cocycle associated with the Berezill clefonnatioll
is boullded with respect to this norm tao.

"The free O(n) & U(n) compact quantum groups",
Theodor Banica, Paris

The "non coouuutative" analogues of O(n) aod U(n) in Woronowicz' theory are
the Hüpf C*-algebras Ao(F) and Au(F):

Definition: Let n E N and F E Gl(n).

(i) At/(F) := C*( {(U)i,j=l,.. ,n lu unitary, FuF-1unitary}),

(H) Ao(F) := C*( {(U)i.j::;l, .. ,n lu = FüF- 1 unitary})
(here F F E IR· In, otherwise u is not irreducible).

It turns out that the irreducible representations of Ao(F) are labeled by PI an<!
satisfy the salue product fonnulae as those of SU(2). The representation theofY
of Au(F) is given by:
The. irreclucible representations of Au(F) nlay be labelecl by n EB 1"'1. They verify
f o = C r 0 = 'lJ., rß = Ü, the adjoillts are given by f x = f x and t.he pfoduct
fonnulae are:

f.'try = L: fa.b·
X=09
fI=~fI

(here [:1 EB 1',1 is generated by Q, ß and - is the involution on H EB I'~ defined by

ü=ß)· -
OUter results: Ao(F) aod Au(F) (n ~ 3) are not amenable. Au(F) is not exact. •
Ao(In.)rcd and Au(In)red are not nuclear. Au(F)red is simple with a unique KMS-
stat.e - t.he Haar nleasure. There is a.n embedding Au(F)red C-+ C(1f) *rp:d Ao(F):
if F F E CIn . Thc factor Au(I2)~ed is equal to W*(IF2 ). There is an cntbedding
of Hopf-C*-algebras C(SO(3)) C-...4 Au(I2 ). The character x(u) of the fundalnental
representation U of Ao(F) has a semicircular distribution with respect t.o the Haar
lueasure. In the case of Au(F), the character X(u) has a. circular *-distribution.
The COlllmutants Mor(uk , uk ) of the k-th tensor power of thc fundaulental repre
sentatioll U of Ao(F) are Tenlperley-Lieb algebras.
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"An Axiomatization of the Higher Relative Commu
tants of a Subfactor",
Sarin Popa, Paris

\Ve consider a set ofaxiolns for a system of finite dinlensional algebras {Aij }O$i$j$n

t.lwt Are shown to be necessary sud sufficient for {Ai!j} to occur as higher relat.ive
conullutants of some subfactor N C Al, Le., such that Ai,j = MI n Mj, where
N C 1.1 C All C ... is the Jones' tower of factors for N C M. The axioms
requirecl are:

(i) Tbe conlmuting square axiom

(ii) A braid relation for some representation of the Jones relation for some rep-
resentation of the .Iones projections in UAOj :'_'"

(iii) A Markov condition

(iv) A COlIlInutation relation, [Ao,j, Ajk ] = o.

An iIllportant application of our axiomatization is that if {A ij } is a lattice of
lligher relative COlnmutants and Aij C Aij contains the Jones' projections of Aij
aud sHtisfies i) then {Aij } is itself a lattice of higher relative commutants. This
('orollary enahles us to obtain sOlne obstruction criteria for bipartite graphs to be
graph::; of Sl1bfactors.

"Conformal field theory and subfactors" ,
Antony Wassermann, Cambridge

We explained how three important ideas in the multiparticle theory of von Neu
lllallll algebr~c;; - Doplicher-Haag-Roberts theory of superselection sectors, Connes
fusion for biInodules, .Jones theory of subfactors - could be applied to nlodels
in t.he confonnal field theory. Positive energy representations of LSU(N) =
C OO (S1 1 SU(N)) are classified by a level l 2: 1 and a lowest energy represen
tation VI, an irreducible representation of SU(N) which liust have signature
I1 ~ ... 2: IN with 11 - IN 2: N. The fusion problein in CFT is to define a natural
tensor product structure on the representations of levell. We gave a solution using
Connes fusion of the biInodule arising by considering a p.e.representation as a rep
resentat.ion of LfG x LfeG where J and Je are complementary intervals in Si and
LJG denotes loops trivialoff./. Fusion is conlputed using the braiding relations for
vector primary fields aod their conjugates. This provides a rieh source of subfactors
of type 11, and type 111: and in particular gives a conceptually simple construction
of the .Iones-Wenzl and Erlijman-Wenzl subfactors. These constructions olake it
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cm.,y to COIupntc the towers of higher relative commutants which classify the RUb

factors. In addition we show how the natural Illonodrotny representation of the
braid graul' on products of priInary fields makes the level I p.e.representation into
a 1l1odular braiderl tensor category. Modularity cau be seen using Weil's nletaple
c:ic representation of SL(2,~) associated with a finite Abeliall group (the weight
lattic.e olodulo (N+L) times the root lattice). We briefly showed how thc level
Olle t.hrory extended to Segal's modular functor for Rienlann surfaces, regarded as

honlislns between disjoint unions of boundary circIes. This should extend to level
L representations. Finally we relnarked that these loop groups exanlples provided ..
t.he ooly non-trivial example of chiral theories in 1 + 1 dimensions satisfying the _
DHR axioms with non-integer dimension.

"Unitary Topological Quantum Field Theories and Sub
factors" ,
Hans Wenzl, San Diego

We explained how one can construct Inodular braided tensor categories frOlll tangle
categories (joint work with Turaso). Checking the modularity condition leads to
graph automorphisms of the principal graph of the associated subfactors. FroIIl'
this oue ean get new examples of subfactors.

A Illodular uraided tensor category is a monoidal semisiInple ca.tegory with
only finit.ely nlany equivalence classes of simple objects, say {V~,..\ E I}. Let
a>"./! : V>.. ® \f,t -+ Vp.0 VA be the canonical braiding isomorphisID, and define

Then the nlatrix S = (SAJ.l) is required to be invertible. Such tensor categories
have been constructed using the representation theory of quanturll groups, or loop
groups. Our lllethod here goes as folIows. Let T be the tangle category. Its ob
jects are the nonnegative integers n. Hom(n, m) is the lC-vector space spanned
hy isotopy da~ses of (n, rn) tangles. e.g. R (2,4) tangle is:

Concatenation is as with braids. This category is tao big for our purposes. Mod
ding out. by the skein relations of the Kaufman polynomial

x
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(1)

we obtain finite dimensional quotients Hom(n, m). From this we derive a new cat
egory C: wherc the objects are projectiolls in End(n), n E PI and where Illorphisnls
are ~pnnned uy

One can show the following:

C has finitely many simple objects
<==> r = ±qn, n E Z and q a root of unity

The objects ean he desc~ibed as a set of Young diagr~s, r(r, q). One has~:3-cases:

(i) silllpiecticcase: r(r,q) = {AI Al ~ MtA~ $ N}, where Al = # boxes..in first
row, A; = # boxes in first column

(ii) Be eas€': r(R, Q) = {AIA) ~ }vI, A~ + A; ~ N, N odd}

(iii) ort.hogonal case: r(r,q) = {AIAI +A2::; M,Ai +A; ~ N}

Here 1\'1 alld N ean be eOlnputed from the degree of the root of unity q and from
r = ±qfl. These categories satisfy all conditions except possibly the modularity
condit.ioll. It. is checked that the latter only holds in the simplectic case. ODe
('an define graph autonlorphisms derived from the restriction rules for O(N) to
SO(N). This way, we obtain new subfactors corresponding to SO(2N) via a so
ealled 'orbifold construction', and conjecturally further subfactors via an orbifold
w.r.t. 'L/2 x ~/2. :~~,

"An Analogue of the Kac-Wakimoto formula and Black
Hole Entropy",
Roberto Longo, Roma "Tor Vergata"

In 1985 Kac and WakiInoto showed in particular that if p is a lowest weight repre
selltatioll a certain Kac-Moody algebra, Hp is the conformal Hamiltonian and Ho
is the confoflnal Hanliltonian in the vacuum representation then

lim Tr(e-
ßHp

) = d(p)
ß-O+ Tr(e-ßHo )

where d(p) has the formal property of a ditnension. It is believed that (1) holds in
(nore generality.
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We fntlnd a loeal version of (1):

where K" = i~U(A(t»lt=o is the generator of the special conformal group asso

ciated with I, (·0,0) is the vacuum state on the von NeUlllann algebra A(I), p is
loealized in land d(p) is the Doplieher-Haag-Roberts dimension.

An analogue of this formula holds for quantum field theory on Minkowski spaee
if the von Neumann algebra is associated to a wedge region. e

Based Oll Sewell model we find an independent derivation of Hawking's formula
for the temperature of a blaek hole

where F is the relative free energy between the vacuum and the KMS state in the
sector p:

with S Araki's relative entropy, ß the Hawking inverse temperature alld

H(p) = H(A(w)lp{w))

is the Connes-St0rmer eonditional entropy of p.

"A Class of C*-algebras considered by Pimsner gener
alizing Cuntz-Krieger algebras",
Claudia Pinzari, Rome "Tor Vergata" /Copenhagen
joint work with S.Doplicher and S.Doplicher,
J .E.Roberts

We started by discussing an model action of quantum matrix subgroups of S"U(d) e
(defined via Tannaka-Krein duality) on Cuntz algebras. Results of Doplicher-
Roberts for the case J.L = 1, ean be generalized to get a universal erossed product
J3 of a C*-algebras A by an endomorphism with determinant 1, that carries a
eoaction of Sp.U (d). The problem of the abstract characterization of coactions of
subgroups cannot have a positive solution if the relative commutant A' n B does
not have a character. We noticed that if A is generated by the intertwiners, B
is a Pimsner C*-algebra associated with a finite projective ßlodule gifted with a
conjugate in apower of it.
rvIotivated by this example, we introduced a eriterion on the bimodul of powers
of the luodule that guarantees a control on the ideal structure of the Pinlsner
algebras in terms of ideals of the coefficient algebra. This criterion applies as
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weil to Cuntz-Krieger bimodules, or to real and pseudoreal bimodules. Then we
discussed the notion of conjugation in the 2-C·-category of Hilbert binlodules in
t.enns of Pinumer-Popa inequality, 8S equivalent to the existence of an adjoint
fUllct.or that tensorizes on the left by the bimodule. Extending results of Drown
Green-R.ieffel, we discussed the general form of a Hilbert bimodule, countably
generat.ed, equipped with a conjugate (a notion that generalizes strang Morita
e<luivalence) over q-unital, stable C· -algebras.

"Continuous fields of nuelear C*-algebras",
Etienne Blanchard, Luminy

Given a unital separable continuous field of nuclear C· -algebras A over a compact
Inetrizable space X, we show that the C(X)-algebra A is isomorphie to a unital
C(X)-subalgebraofthe trivial continuous field 02®C(X) (where 02 is th~..fCuntz

C*-algebra), iInage of 02 ® C(X) by a norm one projection. -._"

"K-groups of simple C*-algebras",
George A.Elliott, Copenhagen, Toronto

A construc.tioll W8..l5 described that yields a separable amenable simple C·-algebra
with pre-ordered Ko-group an arbitrary countable simple pre-ordered abelian group
which is weakly ullperforated (Le., in which ng > 0 for SOllle n = 2,3, .. implies
9 ~ 0), with cune of positive traces an arbitrary lattice topological convex CODe
wit.h conlpact luetrizable base~ with duality between Ko-group and tracial cone an
arhitrary pairing; which is weakly unperforated (T{g) > 0 for every non-ze~o T in
tim cOlle itnpIies 9 2:: 0), and with Kj-group an arbitrary countable abeliangroup.

"O'n the classification of simple C*-algebras" ,
Eberhard Kirehberg,
Humboldt Universität Berlin

First. the following classification-theorelll for continuous fields of C· -algebras was
presented.
Theorelu; a) If A is a Huclear separable continuous field of C·-algebras over aspace
X then there exists a continuous C(X)-algebra P(A) with purely infinite separable
unital nudear fibres such that

(i) P{A) ® 0 00 == P{A) ®C(X) C(X, 0 (0 ) ::::::: P(A)

(ii) P{A) "'"'R/(f({!}(x.-,.) A

11
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b) Let. A, B be separable continuous fields of C*-algebras with simple nudear
tibers such that A <&> 0 00 ::::: A and B ® 0 00 ~ B. Then, every invertible eleruent in
'R[( [\.{l} (X, A, B) is induced by a C(X)-isomorphism of A onto B.
Finally, an "axiomatization" of the proof of classification theorems which includes
tohe dassification theorem for pisun C*-algebra...c;; and the above classification thc-
orenl for continuous fields has been discussed. A main part of the proof cOllsists
in showing that the map from the analogue of R0rdam's group R(X, A, B) into

RJ(J(J~1(X,A, B) given by the mapping cone construction is an isomorphism. e
Note that for the proof of the classification theorem for pisun C*-algebras Olle has
to apply the following theorem, taking A®K., QS(SB), Cb(l~+,K®B)/Co(IR+, K®
B) as A,B,J.
Proposition: Let A be a separable C·-algebras, B a unital C"-algebra and J c B
a elosed ideal. Assunle given two monamorphisms ho, Ho : A -+ B, and an in
volution a : B -+ B with ho(A) c J, aHo = Ho and a(J) n J = {O}. Define
C := Ho(A)' n Band consider the following hypothesis:

(i) ho(A)' n Ho(AY nB c C contains a unital copy of O2 with al02 = ido2

(ii) if k : A -+ B is dominated by Ho (Le. there exists an isometry .9 E B such
that for all a E A, k(A) = s*Ho(a)s) then there exists u E B unitary such
that for aU a E A one has u*(k EI;) HoHa)u - Ho(a) E J

(iii) 3D c C C*-algebra such that O'(D) = D and DHo(A) C J +O'(J) verifyill~

\:I/ E J +u(J),q E D, q projection, 3p E D with pI = Ip = land q ~ p,q i=
p

(iv) 3a-illvariant projection Po E D and a-invariant isometry So E B such that
80050 =po and \:Ia E A, süHo(a)sQ = ho(a) + a(ho(a»
1 - Po is the range projectioll of a a-invariant isometry to E C

(v) every non-zero projection in D is unitarily equivalent to Po by a unitary in
l+D

(vi) ho +u ho dominates ho
if d : A -+ B maps A iota J alld d + a(ho) is dOloinated by Ho then d is
dOlninated by ho.

(vii) if s, t are the generators of the copy O2 c B, there exists a unitary u 1 E J'n B
~;uch that Ul 0'0 ho{- )S8· = tt*aoho(· )Ul

If (i)-(vii) are satisfied, then

(i) ho ffi Ho is ullitarily equivalent to Ho
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r
t

(ii) the Inap [k ffi hol .-. [k EB Ho] defines a group isomorphism
D(A, B! ho} + [ho] ~ D(A, B, Ho} + [Ho]
where D(A, B, ho} == ([h] : h d0l11inated by hol

RCl11ark: In t.he ca..c;c of pisun C*-algehras and bundlcs with pisun fibres, (vi) is
equivalent to the existence of an asymptotic Weyl-von Neumann theorem.

"Application of amalgamated products to approxima
tion in C*-algebras" ,
Terry Loring, Albuquerque

Al11al~anlated products of C*-algebras do not always have intractable internal
structure. For example, there is an isoillorphism of Mn(A) with Mn(Co(O, l))*Co(O,l)

A when A is a-unital, Le., there is a push-out diagranl -
.~

Co(O, 1] ® eil

1
GiV~ll a COll1ll1utative diagraul

(] -----+ /'2

0--+11

Mn(Co(O,I])

1
Atfn(A)

B ----+ 0

B --+ 0

wit.h cxact. rows~ if n: is proper (u(/d/2Q (Id) = 12) then (*) is a push-out. (This
is joint work wit.h S.Eilers alld G.Petersen.) By interpeting C*-algebra concepts,
~\l('h RH real-rank zero, as extensions of Illorphisol probleills, such as

e[o, 1/2) EI1 C[I/2, 1]

fu ~
C[O,I] --+ nA/EBA

rp 1 1

we eRU derivc corollary extension results using amalgamated products. In this way,
hard lifting pro~)lems are reduced to easy ones. Now approxiInation results can be
derived. For exaulple, we know that matrix-valued approxitnate representations
of the equatiom:;

A* A = AA*, B* B = BB*, B* A = AB*, B 2 = (1 - A)A

Cf'lJl hp. perturhcd to exact. representations. The equations are a presentation of
(:(\~~1P·2) so we kllOW that approxiInately nnllt.iplicative finite diInensional represen
tatiolls of C(IH~IP,2) are elose to *-homolnorphisms.
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"Continuous Embeddings of Continuous Fields of N u
clear C*-Algebras in O2 (with a side remark on noo
classification of purely infinite simple C*-algebras)" ,
Christopher Phillips, Eugene

The first (shorter) part of the talk was about the following Hnoll-dassification'~

theorelll:

Theoreln: Let Go and GI be countable abelian groups, and let 9 EGo. Thell there
exist uncountably nlany mutually non-isonlorphic separable unital purely infinite
siInple C*-algebras A with Ko(G) ~ Go, KI(A) 9:! Cl, and [1] = 90 in jfo(A).

Thus, the c1assification theorenl for purely infinite silnple C· -algebras fails dra
luatically (as aspected) for non-nuclear algebra.s. This result is easy to outain froul
the resent results of Junge and Pisier on non-separability in the ct~Banach-Mazur

distance of spaces of finite dimensional operator spaces. The talk cousidered the
slightly easier ease K.(A) = Q.

The second part is on joint work with Eberharrl Kirchberg. Let A be a ('on
tinuous field of C·-algebras (in the seuse of Dixmiers book) over a sufficently nice
cOlllpact space X (such as a finite complex), with section algebras r(A) separahle
aud with the fiber A(x) (x E X) nuclear. Then there is Cl. fanIily or elnbeddings
of t.he fibers, <Px : A(x) -+ 02 for x E X, which is cOlltinuOtlR in the Reuse that
if a E r(A) is a continuous section, then x ~ <px(a(x» is a cOlltillUOUS fUllctions
froln X to O2 . MOff~over, one ean control the embeddings so A.~ to contral the
IllOdulus of cOlltinuity of the function x ~ <p(a(x» for specific seetions (L E r(A),
in ternlS of the structure of A and how the sections a sit inside r(A). For eX8lnple,
let Ao be the rotation algebra, and let u(8) and v(8) be the standard generat.ing
unitaries satisfying u(9)v(B) = v(8)u(B) . e27fiO • Then there are nnital embeddings
c.po : Ae -+ O2 such that IIcp(u(8t}) - CP(U(02» 11, 11<p(v(Ot}) - CP(V((J2»11 are both
:::; GIBt - 92It/4~ for some constaut C (which ean bc chosen less than 1400(0000).
(Haagerup an cl R0rdanl gave sinlila-r enlbeddings in L(H), with exponent 1/2
instead of 1/4).

"Combinatorial Aspects of the Theory of Free Random
Variables" ,
Alexandru Nica, Ann Arbor
joint work with Roland Speicher

The theory of free random variables was developed by D.Voiculescu, with luoti
vatioll frOll1 problems on free products of operator algebras; it is a collection of
result.s paralleling aspects of classical probability, in a contcxt where the fUllda-
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luental roles of tensor products and independence are now taken by free products
alld frceness for (non-comnlutative) ralldoIn variables.

Tim ulain object in the talk is the Inultivariable R-transforrn, which is, in some
seuse t.he free analoguc for the logarithln of the Fourier trausform for an n-dimensional
probability distribut.ion. We show how t.he R-transfonn can be used in an effi
dcut (and elegant) way in the study of free randanl variables. Concrete examples
presellt,ed are related to compressions by free projections and to the realization
of the free Pois..~on process. Also, we show how the R-transform can be used for
obtaining a cOIllbinatorial description for the operation of taking the commutator
of two free random variables.

"Free product of finite dimensional von Neuman.~,alge-
bras", ,-
Ken Dykema, Odense ..;.:

The von NeUluann algebra free product

of finit.e rlintellsional al~ebras A and B for arbitrary faithful states ifJA and (/JB is
of the fOrIn

/\1 = !vlo or /\,f = Mo EB D

wlH'n" D is finite dilnensional and Mo is a factor. The algebras Mo and D and the
:-;t.at.e, 4J on t.helll, are descriherl in detail.

"Shape equivalence, nonstable K -theory and AH alge
bras" ,
Cornel Pasnicu, San Juan

\"Ale g;ive several necessary and sufficient conditions for an AB algebra (i.e. an
indur.tive lintit of homogeneous C*-algebras) to have its ideals generated by their
projer.tions. Denote by C the cla&c; of AB algebras as above and in addition with
slow dilnension growth. We completely classify the algebras in C up to a shape
equivalence by a !( -theoretical invariant. For this, we show first, in particular,
that any C· -algebra in C is shape equivalent to an AB-algebra with slow dimen
sion g;rowth and real rank zero (generalizing so a result of Elliott-Gong). We prove
that any C*-algebra in C has stable rank one, generalizing result of Blackadar
Dndarlnt-R0rdam and of Elliott-Gong. Other result concerning weakly unperfo
ration in f<o(A): A E C are obtained (they extend theorem of Dadarlat-Nemethi,
Martin·Pasnicu and Blackadar).
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"The Baum-Connes conjecture für discrete amenable
groups" ,
Gennadii Kasparov, Marseille

This is a joint work with Nigel Higson and (partly) also with his student .lody
Trout.

Thc l\tlain Theoreul: The Baum-Counes conjeeture is true for any discrete group
f aeting affine-isonletrically and properly (in the loetric sense) on a Hilbert space.

Applying the result of Hekka., Cherix, Valette on the existence of proper affine
isometrie actions of amenable groups on a Hilbert space we get the Baulll-Connes
conjecture for alnenable discrete groups.

For the proof of the main theorem we construct a C*-algebra A(H) of a Hilbert
spaee H. Let S the algebra Co(lR) which we consider as ~-graded (by even and
odd functiolls). We prove first the Bott periodicity result (sanle assunlptiollS on
f-action):

Theorelu: A(H) is r-equivariantly E-equivalent to S (where E is the hivnriant 1<
t.hcory of COlloes-Higson). Moreover, c*(r, A(H» ~ C;(r, A(H») is E-eql1ivalent
to both c*(r) ® S alld C;(r) (i) S.

Corollary: A discrete group r acting properly, affine-isometrically 011 H is E
alnellable.

For the proof of the Bott periodicity, the Dirae and dual Dirac elelnents
in E-theory are constructed. Then we use an exhaustive systenl of Hilbert f
sublIlanifolds with boundary ..tl C ... C Xm C ... c H, each Xk havillg boundeo
fUlldaUlelltal oOInain, to present both c*(r, A(H» aod C;(r, A(H» as an indllC
tive liInit: linl--+ c*(r~ A(Xk», where A(Xk) is a subalgebra of A(H) associatcd

Ir

with Xk = Int(Xk)' Finally, we prove aversion of Poincare duality in E-t.heory:

whiclr gives the prüof of the main theoreIll.

"Topological Orbit Equivalence, full groups and exten
sions" ,
Thierry Giordano, Ottawa
joint work with lan Putnam and Christain Skau

To a Ininitna) Cantor system (X, Y') (Le. X Cantorset" Y' nlinimal seltllolneo
nlorphism of ....\"), we associate the fuH group [!p] = {"y E Hmneo(X)h'(x) =
epll(X) (x), X E X, n(x) E 1:} and the topological fuH group r{ep] = {"y E [ep]; 11, :

16
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)( -+ LE c:ontilluous}. Extending a result of H.Dye, we show:

Theorclll : Let (Xi, <pd be nIinirnal Cantor systems (i = 1,2). If a is an iso
1l1orphisIl1 uptween [<pd and [<P2] (resp. r[rpd and r[<p:,d), than it. is spatial (i.e.
3n. : ~y1 -+ )('). hOlueolllorphhulls R.t. o(a) = auü- I

, Va E [ft/I] (resp. r[rp}))).
Corollary : Let. (Xi, c.pi) nlinimal Cantor systeuls. The following are equivalent

(i) (X1,rpt) anrl (X2,<P2) are Hip conjugate (reps. orbit equivalent)

(ii) T[rp.] and T[rp2] (reps. [ft/I] and [CP2]) are isomorphie.

Extending results of Connes-Brieger and Hamachi, we define a homeomorphism

nlod from the llornlalizer N[rp] of<p to Aut(KO(x, rp)/Inf(KO(X, ep»). Recall that

/(O( ...\"", rp)/Inf(/(o(X, <p)) is a cOlnplete invariant of orbit equivalence of 'P:jo We show
t.hat: -~~..

Proposition: luod is surjective and Ker(mod) = [~] (for the pointwise convergence

in nonn in C(X».
We finish our talk !Je presellting results using the K - Theory to study extensions
of luiniJual Cantor systems.

"Toeplitz C*-algebras on Multivaribale Hardy Spaces",
Harald Upmeier, Marburg

C·-al~ebras gencraterl by Toeplitz operators on multi-variable Hardy spaces arise
in several cOJllplex variables and Berezin quantization. A general situation covering
Illf\UY ~xa.nlpleR (Reillharrlt rlomains~ symmetrie domains, etc.) is as folIows: Let
/\p bc a cOIupactly elnbedded (i.e' f compact ) Lie group, and let /{u = KlKU be
the synnnetric space uuder an involution (7. Then the complexification K~ has a
canllOlliacal Hardy space H 2( /{u) associated with an arbitrary polyhedral cone A
in a Cartan suhspace of kfT = k/k".

Thearelll : The lbeplitz C·-algebra 7(/(u) has an C·-filtration

K = 11 <1 12 <1 ... <1 Ir <J T

of lenp;t.h R = dirn A~ such t.hat Ik+ 1/ Ik in the direct sum of foliation C·-algebras
C*(/{/ l() (Krollecker type), where i< is a (not necessarily closed) subgroup of K
associaterl with any k-dilnensional face Ä of A.

Partial results have been obtained in new situations, for example for the Hardy
space

H 2 (SL(2, IR» = E ffi
discrete series representations

occllrrin~ in the Gelfand-Gindikin program, and in the in~nite dimensional setting
of ~Yllllnetric dOlllaills of Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
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Berichterstatter: Bernhard Neubüscr
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